
VIOLET FLAME PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Celestial Violet Energy 

Celestial Violet Energy aids in making changes and transformation. It 

ground and deflects negativity and is uses as protection energy. 

It transforms internal negativity, changes and then releases it. You may 

also feel that it protects you from negativity outside influences. 

Celestial Violet Energy helps to draw out negativity and disease from all 

chakras. 

In healing this energy connects the spiritual bodies with the other levels of 

existence: the physical, emotional, and intellectual. It is the energy of 
balance, protection and love that overlaps the heart and throat, Celestial 

Violet is an energy that connects the three upper lower chakras the seen 

and unseen bodies of the aura. 

 

Golden Violet Essence 

By Maha Kamaleksana. Golden Violet Essence in Javanism language is Sari 

Mustika Kencono Wungu. It has very powerful energy to help your Will or 
Intention to be come to reality. It is a strong attraction energy and so 

smooth and clement when flow throughout our body. 

Golden Violet Essence has a triumph of Divine energy which increase our 

aura to be more charismatic, dignity, respected and be followed. This 

energetic tool will facilitate all of your concern. 

It is also strong energy to attract your mate, to heal your relationship and 
to protect your family or one who you love. It allows you to be loving 

person, thus you will become an attractor; a trendsetter and a calm glowing 

person. 



 

Lavialat – Lavender Violet Atomic 

The attunement of LAVILIAT raises the human vibration to an even higher 
spiritual connection. An excellent stimulator for metaphysical gifts and for 

interdimensional communication, it takes meditation to a new high. An 
attunement of self-remembering and heightened self-awareness, it enables 

recall of what you do in all dimensions of consciousness and remembering 
the vast spectrum of your spiritual self. LAVILIAT brings about profound 

emotional and multidimensional healing. 

LAVILIAT clears negative energy, aids joyful spiritual service and higher 

states of consciousness, giving guidance and protection. This energy shields 
from unwanted energies, providing a protective sheath around the aura, 

and dispels attached entities and mental influences from the aura. It 
imparts the ability to be self-contained even within a crowd. It strengthens 

the energy field around the body. 

It is an excellent energy for meditation and soul retrieval and aids going 
back into past lives to regain soul energy that did not make the transition 

away from a past life death. It facilitates the journey back to the site of the 
soul loss and can be used as the receptacle for the soul until it is 

reintegrated into the body. In this respect, it can heal past life death trauma 

and point the way to soul healing. 

Some other benefits of LAVILIAT : 

Clears and aligns the chakras, restructures DNA, stabilizes the cellular 

blueprint. Aids transition for the dying, imparting the knowledge the 
departing soul requires, helping them move over into enlightenment. 

Connects to other worlds to assist the transfer of knowledge from the higher 
realms. Aids diagnosis when gently ‘combed’ over the body, showing areas 

of weakness, coldness and disease. 

 

Purple Fire Healing 

Purple Fire Healing helps resolve the causes of your most limiting condition 
by strongly breaking up the pockets of physical and inner disharmony that 

are perpetuating it. This energy speeds the resolution of any karma 
associated with this condition so that your healing can be more swift, 

profound, and complete. 

In general, physical health problems are not limited to the physical body 

but have roots on inner levels as well. Purple Fire addresses both outer and 
inner levels of a condition. It works holistically to identify and resolve the 

physical manifestation of a condition as well as its energetic roots. For 



example, it will identify a mental attitude that manifests as a physical 
ailment. It will also address the attitude’s influence on your karma in 

creating unhealthy patterns and on the emotional factors that make you 

susceptible to the ailment. 

 

Purple Violet Essence 

The Purple Violet Essence is a pure energy flower tonic that is sweet and 
vital to the soul. It helps a person to fully be present with the treasure of  

their truest self, regardless of surroundings, shyness, or personal  
sensitivities. It's tender heart shaped leaves beautifully protects the  

plant from sun and harshness...just as this elixir protects the warmth  

of the human heart. 

 

Silver Violet Flame 

Silver Violet Flame is a high frequency spiritual energy. It contains many 

quality's but the best one is the quality to transmute/transform any 
negative energy into a positive energy. It works very deep from within to 

do this. You can use it on yourself and others and I will also include a 

manual that explains how to use it, and how to give it to others as well. 

Silver Violet Flame (SVF) has many quality's, some of which are joy, 
forgiveness, justice, mercy, alchemy, freedom and helping to overcome 

selfishness. SVF transmutes/transforms any negative energy into positive, 
it works at the soul level to accomplish the deep transformations such as 

this. 

You do not need to be attuned to any other sort of Reiki to receive this 

attunement, you can invoke the SVF at any time in the day to help clear 
your aura. It also helps to clear the negative energy that is and has been 

surrounding you. If you have ever felt drained in the presence of someone 
by invoking the SVF will help to revive yourself. SVF was reintroduced by 

St. Germain and can be invoked by a simple mantra. 

 

Spiritual Transmutation & Purification Activation 

The Spiritual Transmutation and Purification Activation is designed to help 
us keep the energy robbers away from us, to shield and protect, to cut, 

severe, and seal the cords attaching us to them and the spiritual 
transmutation and purification needed to restore overall health and well-

being. 



 

Please note: The energy changes resulting will only be ones that are aligned 

with our highest and best good. 

The energy of this form will release the negative energy and fears we are 

holding within our four bodies. By removing fears and negative thinking, 
we will receive the needed boost to self-confidence and courage so that we 

are no longer vulnerable to these attacks. The energy will protect us from 
future attacks by enveloping us in the Divine Love and Light which will 

stream down from the Heavens. As the energy of this form works on us it 
will release all negative emotions and transmute them into light. As a result, 

internal peace is restored. 

The Spiritual Transmutation and Purification Activation energy works to 

transmute negative energy by turning it into light which causes us to 
vibrate to a higher energy pattern, releasing more spiritual energy into our 

bodies. It has the ability to transform fear into courage, anxiety into peace 

and hatred into love. It re-establishes harmony and balance. It will resolve 
and heal the underlying reasons we were susceptible to cording in the first 

place. 

The energy in action, transmutes  denser feelings, actions, deeds, and 

thoughts. As well this form will help prepare us for our Ascension, which 
means becoming a Divine Human, also known as a Christed Being - This 

level of Consciousness obtainable by any person who strives to embody 
their spiritual self fully within their physical self. Our consciousness will be 

cleansed, cleared and purified and realigned with Divine Consciousness 

relieving any mental confusion or feelings of separateness. 

This modality works with all four bodies to realign our energies with that of 
our Divine Self, and in remembering who and what we are, we can live a 

fully-empowered and joy-filled life! 

 

Transmutation Violet Energy 

By Linda Colibert. The energies of Transmutation Violet connect you to 
source energy, your higher self, and to the pure energy essence of 

Transmutation Violet color. This attunement brings change and 
empowerment. It helps you to sort of delete past mistakes and energy that 

has created the obstacles and stagnate energies that hold you back at this 
time. The energies work to transmute the negative effects and energies so 

that pure positive change can come in and to help lessen the negative 
effects of the past. This is a wonderful energy that does draw in positive 

change and very good energies. 

 



Violet Lights of Buddha 

The Violet Lights of Buddha is an energy system which uses Buddha 

mantras which are applied during meditation to help strengthen your 

connection to Buddha as well as his violet light energy. 

This energy is used to bring a feeling of happiness, freedom, peacefulness 
and kindness to the practitioner. All of these feelings are very important to 

someone’s spiritual growth and ultimate ascension.  

 

Violet Ray Protection Flux 

By Maha Kamaleksana gives us protection from negative entities and its 

spiritual energy helps to remove negative attachments. It is a powerful 
energy healing for emotional problem, assists us to let go of worry, 

promotes positive feelings to release stress and brings peace of mind and 

calmness. 

This is a high spiritual energy that helps us to be more spiritually advanced, 

the growth of psychic powers and aid our channeling abilities. The flux of 
Violet Ray energy enhances our spiritual growth, deep spiritual love, 

wisdom and opens our Third Eye and Crown Chakra to make the chi which 

is entering from it and downstream to the chakras below more fluent. 

Many of us which are working on our spiritual development and are opening 
ourselves up tothe light may attract darker energy. Therefore, using a 

strong protective energetic system is recommended. 

Violet Ray Protection Flux has a strong capacity to attract healing power to 

us yet a strong psychic protection for any healer who may be aiding clients 
to release negative energy. Therefore, it protects us from any negativity 

that may be attracted to our 'light'. 

It has energetic properties in treating dyslexia and other learning 

difficulties, and effective in some cases of autism treatment. Is also a strong 
aid in the healing of headaches and other problems that originate in the 

head. Violet Ray Protection Flux is powerful energetic system to use in the 

healing environment. 

 

Violet Flame Reiki 

Violet Flame Reiki also known as Quan Yin Reiki is a newly discovered form 

of Reiki brought to us by Ivy Moore. Violet Flame Reiki re-introduces us to 
the goodness of our own personal power by connecting us with the loving 

energy of Quan Yin and St.Germain. This is not a "better" form of Reiki, 



just a different form. The emphasis of Violet Flame Reiki is healing with a 
pure heart. Violet Flame Reiki and the mantra clears away ego and leaves 

behind purity of heart. Since the various forms of Reiki are all just different 
aspects of the same energy, Violet Flame Reiki may be used in conjunction 

with other Reiki traditions and healing methods. There are four levels of 

Violet Flame Reiki and each level has 10 symbols.  

 

 

 


